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PIGLET’S PERSPECTIVE
Read about what our 
Chairman has been up to 
this quarter.

TRACK DAYS
I’ve done 3 of them over 
the summer, find out 
which was the best and 
worst inside.

SOCIAL RIDES
Catch up on some of the 
social rides that have 
taken olace over the past 
quarter PR
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“ H i e v e r y o n e a n d 
welcome to this October 
edition of Progression. 

Where does the time go?  
The best part of summer is 
past us, unless you believe 
the rumours about an 

Indian summer which do the 
rounds every year. But what a summer it was. I did 
3 track days; at Cadwell, Folembray and  
Snetterton. You can read about my experiences on 
page 6. Suffice it to say that Folembray was my 
favourite for a number of reasons.  
Speaking of Folembray, Danny Canary has very 
kindly written a report for us on page 16, and I have 
included a whole 12 pages of my favourite photos 
from page 20. I was a little disappointed not to 
receive more write-ups, especially from those 
people who volunteered to do something at the 
awards ceremony afterwards. Perhaps you should 
make it up to me by providing something for the 
next edition?
I have also just got back from a trip to Wales which 
was an absolute blast. The best moment had to be 
when our ride leader unknowingly tried to overtake 
Nigel from the Bikers’ Retreat, (for those that don’t 
know - google it and get booked in for next year) 
only for him to knock it down a gear and disappear 
off into the distance! I could just hear him saying 
“Don’t try and pass me in my backyard!”

There have also been a stack of social rides over 
the last 3  months, two of which we have reports for.  
Again, it would have been nice to receive a few 
more write-ups, but understand that some people 
prefer to read than write. Believe me, if Nigel can do 
a write up then anyone can! It was also good to see 
that those two rides were led by new ride leaders.  
I’ve always said, if Nigel can lead a ride, then 
anyone can! Joking aside, if we had a few more 
Nigels then my job would be a lot easier, and you’d 
all have a lot more social rides to attend.
In this edition we also have a review of the new GS 
1200 R Adventure, by... Nigel. Given that about 70% 
of ELAM seems to ride a GS, then this should be of 
interest to you. 
Now that we are moving into Autumn and Winter, 
my biking certainly becomes less frequent. Despite 
this I am determined to get out a bit more this 
winter to practice my wet riding. I recognise that my 
confidence is much lower in the wet, I’m sure like 
most of you, so I am going to do something about 
it... practise, practise, practise. I’ll be sure to write 
down my experience for the next edition. Why don’t 
you do the same.

All the best.

Charlie Osborne

EDITOR’S WELCOME

progression@elam.org.uk
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“One of the ELAM chairman’s roles is to keep 
abreast of happenings outside the group, so 
that we can plan for change.
One of those happened recently, when Simon Best, 
the CEO of the IAM announced that he would be 
moving on after seven years at the helm. For me, a 
significant aspect of the announcement was that 
although Simon was moving on just one week later, 
nothing had been said at a regional meeting a week 
previously. The statement thanked Simon for all his 
efforts, announced that recruitment for a 
replacement would now start; it also named the 
person who would take over as caretaker in the 
interim, which means will include fronting two major 
fixtures in the IAM calendar: the National Groups 
Conference at the start of November and the AGM 
in the middle of that month.
We’re not clear what implications Simon’s 
departure, at such short notice, has for Groups in 
general and ELAM in particular. The IAM has 
making no detailed comment on what seems to be 
an unusual situation. Those of us attending the 
National Groups Conference will hope to get a 
better understanding of what’s happening and will 
report back to the Committee.
At the regional meeting in September, we had been 
informed that the IAM’s processes for quality 
management were to change, one aspect of which 
would be that there would be no more Staff 
Examiners. Instead, there would be “quality 
managers”, administrators able to call upon 
suitably-skilled resources to carry out the test when 
required. However, there has been little information 

about where those “suitably-skilled resources” are 
to be found. People with the necessary coaching 
and riding skills are thin on the ground! Maybe it will 
be like in Whitehall, where highly-qualified staff 
were “released”, only to be snapped up by 
consultancy companies and hired back to their 
original Whitehall employers at more than double 
their original salary!
This may have a significant impact on the way that 
we develop our Observer corps, as ELAM is 
committed to having as many as possible of our 
Observers through the National Observer 
qualification, but may have to face a bottleneck if 
the IAM has not sufficient assessors. Those 
observers who have been advised to put in for their 
National Observer qualification are therefore 
advised to do so quickly!
Meanwhile, ELAM will continue to function, with a 
great team of volunteers providing ongoing training 
and social events to our members. When it comes 
to dealing with change at the IAM, the committee 
will worry about such matters, so you don’t have to!

Ride safe
Paul Gillett
chair@elam.org.uk

Piglet’s 
Perspective

mailto:Chair@elam.org.uk
mailto:Chair@elam.org.uk
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NEW ASSOCIATES

If new associates (or anyone in ELAM) would like to tell us more about themselves them 
contact me at:

progression@elam.org.uk

Martin Smith

NEW MEMBERS

NEWBIES...

Krzysztof Korotko Paul Carter

Graham Carter

Daniela Matal

Stephen SheppardMark Novak Mark Smith

James Clarke

Jo Naylor

NATIONAL OBSERVER TEST
Rick BrownCongratulations to for passing his national observer test

mailto:progression@elam.org.uk
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“I really enjoy riding on the road, especially the nice 
twisties that we are lucky enough to enjoy in our neck 
of the woods. However, nothing beats the adrenaline 
rush of taking the bike onto the track.   

On the road, you are obviously restricted by the speed 
limit, the quality of the road surface and those other box-
shaped things with four wheels getting in your way.  
On a track, there are no speed limits, except those you 
impose on yourself. The quality of the tarmac is usually 
exceptional, certainly no pot holes, stones, leaves, or other 
debris  to worry about. There are also no cars - going in 
either your direction of travel or coming the other way. This 
creates  the potential for lots of fun, however, as you will 
read below, it does not guarantee it!

Track Day 1 - Cadwell Park

The first of my three track days was at Cadwell Park, 
organised by Hopp Rider training.  Those of you who have 
been around a while will have seen me write about this 
event in the past.  Unfortunately, this  may be the last time I 
write about it, as they are winding up the company.  This  is 
a real shame because their track days are very safe, 
excellent training for riding on the road and a lot fun.  
The format is three formal 20 minute training sessions  in 
the morning, followed by three 20 minute free sessions in 
the afternoon. Overtaking is very controlled by way of 

indication on the part of 
the over taker and 
overtakee. This  does 
make the event very 
safe and there were 
no incidents all day.  
This  year I went with 
four other ELAMites. 
Four of us travelled up 
on the day before 
(Tuesday) and the 
track day was  on the 
Wednesday, with us 

coming home after the 

event. One of our group actually came up on the 
Wednesday morning which meant a very long day. It’s 
doable, but you’d better have a comfy bike! 
This  was  the first track day I had done on my Triumph 
Sprint ST 1050 and I was pleasantly surprised at how well 
it performed. I was  expecting it to be hard work, but it is 
surprisingly agile. It is certainly heavier and harder to stop 
that my old Triumph Street Triple, but as long as I adjusted 
my normal braking distances  I was fine. The only downside 
with using the Sprint was that it took quite a beating and 
subsequently failed the MOT due to warped brake discs.  
There was only one thing for it.... Buy a sportier little 
number!
I enjoyed the day, but having done it three times now I’d 
prefer to have more free sessions  rather than do the same 

MY 3 TRACK DAYS
- by Charlie Osborne

Rob was so excited with the day that he performed 
some static stunt riding in the car park
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formal training in the morning. Having to indicate to 
overtake, and wait for the person in front to acknowledge 
it, can be quite a pain if they don’t notice you for half a lap.

Verdict: A good introductory track day, very safe, but 
for advanced riders who have done it before perhaps a 
little repetitive with not a lot of free sessions.  The big 
downside is having to indicate to overtake.  The track 
itself is great fun, especially “The Mountain”, but its 
date and location does mean you have to take two days 
off work (unless you have a comfy bike and don’t mind 
early mornings).  I give it a 7/10.

Track Day 2 - Folembray

This  event should need no introduction to most of you.  It’s 
the annual ELAM track day in France (sorry - track based 
road training day).  
A group of us headed down to the hotel a  day earlier on the 
Friday. It was my first real ride on my new Triumph Daytona 
675 and I was pleasantly surprised at how comfortable it 
was. I was  expecting to be aching by the time I got there, 
but I actually arrived feeling ok, and by the second beer 
any minor discomfort had long been forgotten about.  
On Saturday our group went for a ride-out through the 
Champagne-Ardenne region to a nice little restaurant in a 

little town - the 
name of which I 
c a n n o t 
remember.   We 
h a d a f e w 
detours on the 
way there and 
d i d g e t 
separated at 

one point, but we managed to re-group in time for lunch.  
On the way back we got to do a lap of the road outside the 
hotel, which is  really fun. Some of the group did it a few 
times. If you need a clue as to who, then I could hear the 
pair of them whilst sipping my beer at the bar!
On Sunday we all travelled to the track and were greeted to 
a fine summer’s day. Folembray is  based on a similar set-
up to the Hopp Rider Training day at Cadwell. There are 
three groups - A, B & C, and within those groups  there are 
mini groups made up of about 4 or 5 people.  Each group 
has three 20 minute sessions  in the morning and then there 
is an open pit lane in the afternoon, with one 15 minute 
session for cautious riders  and a 45 minute session for 
everyone else. 

This  year group A had some great personal coaching from 
Chris Mitchell. My main area to focus on was  my body 
position, especially getting my upper body off to the side of 
the bike. I was also trying to focus on being a bit smoother.  
Last year I was quite aggressive on the bike which was 
unsettling it going into the corners. I blame the motocross 
days! This year I also had a new bike to learn. The Daytona 
is an awesome piece of kit. The only issue I had was the 
ABS kicking in at the end of the back straight. The Daytona 
has a “circuit” mode which I thought I had engaged, but I 
didn’t realise you have to do it every time you turn the 
ignition on. Hence it wasn’t on all day, and that’s  why the 
ABS was kicking in. This felt quite un-natural and not good 
on the track.  
Despite this I had a whale of a time. I really enjoy the 
format of Folembray.  I also love the social side of the event 
and getting to meet so many of you which I might 
otherwise not do. The coaching was excellent, you get a lot 
of track time and all the other people on track are excellent 
riders with safety at their core.  
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Verdict: There is no better way to learn how to improve 
your cornering technique. The location and standard of 
the hotel is superb, if a little expensive, and the track 
time is second to none. Having personal coaching is 
also a big plus and you don’t need to indicate to 
overtake!  I give it a 9/10. 

Track Day 3 - Snetterton
I have done both Cadwell and Folembray for the past 3 
years, but always  wanted to do more. So this  year I 
decided after Folembray to book onto an MSV track day.  I 
looked online and found a date 
and location that worked.  
My Aunty lives about an 
hour away from Snetterton, 
so I could stay with her on 
Saturday night and then 
come home after the track 
day on Sunday. It’s  only 
about 2 1/2 hours away 
from West London. I also 
took the opportunity to stop 
in at MCT in Stowmarket on 
the Friday to have my 
suspension done. As usual 
D a r re n a n d To m d i d a 
fantastic job. I got the impression that Darren didn’t want 
to give the bike back after he took it for a test ride, and I 
can see why.  It has made a big difference to the handling.  
After staying at my Mum’s  in Colchester on Friday night, I 
made my way to my Aunty’s, who lives  in Beccles. I 
decided to plot a  route that went back via Stowmarket 
because the roads around there are superb. I’ll have to 
lead a ride on the route I took, because I was  smiling from 
ear to ear by the time I arrived. 
On Sunday morning I got up at 6am, had a quick breakfast 
and was  on my way by 6.30.  I arrived at the track at about 
7.30, after stopping for fuel just down the road.  
The first thing I noticed upon arriving was the sheer 
number of people in attendance - certainly more than 
Cadwell and Folembray. The second thing I noticed is that 

very few of the bikes had number plates  and there were a 
lot of vans, awnings, generators, trailers, tyre warmers  etc..  
In short, there were only a few people who had actually 
ridden to the track, and who would have to ride home 
afterwards. This  is  different to the Hopp day and 
Folembray where everyone rides to the track (except Clare 
and Chris, but you get the idea). 
I started to become a little nervous  as I queued up for 
noise testing. Everyone looked very serious and I  
wondered what I had let myself in for. In a moment of 
madness  I had signed myself up for the fast group which I 

was now thinking was not 
good idea. These people 
looked like they came to 
the track every week!
The sessions  were again 
divided into three groups: 
fast , intermediate and 
novice. Each group had 
four 20 minute sessions  in 
the morning and then three 
sessions in the afternoon.  
The fast group, including 
me, lined up at 9am. 
We started with 3 sighting 

laps  behind an instructor 
where there was no overtaking. We then came in and let 
the other two groups go out for their sighting laps. I have 
not been to Snetterton before, so I didn’t know the track, 
and 3 laps was not enough to remember it.
At 9.30 we were back in the pit lane ready for our first 
session. It had been raining slightly so this  did put a few 
people off from coming out straight away, which kept the 
number of people down a bit. With reduced speeds  and 
my excellent ELAM training I hoped that the slightly damp 
track would play into my favour, slowing the others down 
just enough so that I would not be holding anyone up or 
getting too harassed.  
As the pit lane marshall waved me through I entered the 
track still a little nervous, but looking forward to the day 
ahead. Because of the damp and my lack of tyre warmers  I 

MY 3 TRACK DAYS CONTINUED...
- by Charlie Osborne
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decided to take it fairly easy on the first lap.  A few people 
came past me, but overall I felt quite comfortable and 
certainly riding well within my limits.  
Unfortunately, some of the others  were riding beyond their 
limits, and on lap 3 the red flags came out as someone had 
fallen off coming onto the back straight. We pulled into the 
pit lane and waited for the mess to be cleaned up. This is 
not too good I thought, but perhaps they were just caught 
out by the weather. Anyway, after 15 minutes  we were 
ready to go again. We were told we would have a full 
session because the crash happened so early. So off we 
went, one lap to warm the tyres up again and then start to 
increase the speed on lap 2. Just at the end of lap 2 
someone came past me before a lovely sweeping corner.  
They certainly know what they are doing I thought. But I 
thought too soon, as 3 seconds  later they threw it down 
the road pretty much in front of me. Back into the pits.  
This  time they said our session was  over. “I hope this 
improves” I thought.
The intermediate group then went out without incident, 
followed by the novice group, unfortunately with incident. 
There was quite a bit of waiting as the track was cleared 
up again and the rider taken to hospital.  Hmmm....
When we restarted it was  our group’s turn to go out. The 
track had dried a little so there were a few more riders in 
the pit lane this time. Having only done 5 laps (well, if you 
discount the tyre warming lap and the in-laps on the red 
flag I had actually only done 1 full “fast” lap) I still didn’t 
feel I knew the track at all. Anyway, just take it easy I 
thought. Out we went... then in we came. Not even one lap 
and somebody else had fallen off. I couldn’t believe it!  I 
parked up in the pits  and went to the office to change to 
the intermediate group. At least they seemed able to stay 
on their bikes for more than a few laps I thought. As it turns 
out the rider who came off had injured himself and he too 
had to go to hospital, meaning with both ambulances  away 
they had to call an early lunch. I had still only done one 
“fast” lap.  Oh well, things can only get better.
So, into the afternoon. The intermediate group were out 
first. I think the organizers  were so upset with the fast 
group that they made them miss  their turn. A good job I 
changed I thought. Out we went, one lap to warm up the 
tyres  and then onto my second fast lap of the day.  
Unfortunately I didn’t get to finish it as the red flags  came 
out again. Are you ******** kidding me!! In we came and 
waited in the pit lane for 5 minutes. Out we went, one lap 
to warm up the tyres, lap 2 - no incident - Yay! Lap 3 - 
chequered flag comes out. It seems  they didn’t stop the 

watch while we were waiting in the pits. Ok, fair enough I 
thought, but that still means I had done only 3 “fast” laps 
by 1.30 in the afternoon.
Would I ever get a full session? The answer to that is yes.  
The next session went without incident and I finally started 
to get the feel of the track. I still had plenty of people come 
past me in the intermediate group. There were some very 
experienced riders  here. Even the novice group had some 
people in it who were definitely not novices in my book.
40 minutes passed without incident in the other groups.  
The track had dried out and perhaps  Darwinism had taken 
its course and filtered out those who could not keep it 
shiny side up. I was actually looking forward to the final 
two sessions of the day.
Out we went, one lap to warm up and then lap 2, lap 3, lap 
4. On lap 5 it started to rain a little again and I started to 
make a few mistakes. I  was running wide in corners  and 
didn’t feel very comfortable. It’s amazing what a few drops 
on the visor can do to you confidence. Just chill out I 
thought. Unfortunately not everyone took the same advice.  
I came down the back straight, braked at my normal place, 
but someone out-braked me, and unfortunately 
themselves. They tried to turn it and the front folded under 
them. Off they went skidding down the track, sparks 
coming up from their bike. I just shook my head, pulled into 
the pits, packed up and went home!

Verdict: A terrible day - need I say more?  I have been 
reliably informed by the organisers and other people on 
the day that this was an exceptionally bad day and it’s 
not normally like this. Maybe, maybe not, but from what 
I saw; the potential for lots of accidents is always going 
to be there. In my view there are too many people on 
the track at any one time, and too many people who 
are riding on the edge, who don’t need to ride home in 
the evening so don’t care as much if they crash. Would 
I go again? Maybe. I know they do road bike only days 
so I would be tempted to do that. I give it a 3/10.

So, in summary - You can’t beat Folembray!

 - Charlie
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Have you been on a social ride? Write a report and post it to me at: 

progression@elam.org.uk

ELAM SUMMER EVENING SOCIAL RIDE
by Alex Howden

After failing to get to Leytonstone in time for the 
start of this ride the last two years, I made a special 
effort to get out of work early this time around, in 
order to take part in this annual ride led by Mike 
Stewardson. 

The weather simply could not have been better, and as 
I parked my bike up at the meeting point, I knew that I 
was going to be in for a superb ride. We were a 
relatively small group, with a few new associates  as 
well and after the usual briefing we were underway. 

We initially headed straight onto the M11 to the 
Loughton turn off and then onto Abridge and Ongar via 
the A113 before moving onto the smaller more 
challenging (read "fun") roads. 

Despite the fact that a good deal of ELAM rides  take us 
around Southern and mid Essex, Mike did a great job 
of coming up with an amazing route, full of unfamiliar 
unclassified roads, pretty villages and stunning views. 
After somehow managing to pick up a rather late Nigel 
along the way, we made good progress  on some faster 
roads through to Navestock and then on to Kelvedon 

Hatch, and on to some twister roads through Fryerning 
to Writtle.

I already had quite a grin on my face by this  stage but 
from this point on, we hit one of the most perfect riding 
roads I have come across this close to London. As  you 
may remember, the Tour de France had a stage that 

mailto:progression@elam.org.uk
mailto:progression@elam.org.uk
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passed through Essex, and the next stage of our ride 
was on a fantastic set of B and unclassified roads that 
had just been resurfaced ahead of the race. We had 15 
minutes or so on these flowing, tight and twisty roads, 
passing through a mixture of woodland and fields, 
often rising up and catching some fantastic views  of 
the evening sun setting in the distance.

These roads  took us from Writtle through to Fyfield 
where we found our way back to Ongar and then on to 
Stanford Rivers  and the Woodman Pub where the ride 
finished. It was still light and warm enough to sit 
outside, and apart from me being befriended by a 
drunken local gardener we all thoroughly enjoyed 
putting our feet up and having a good old catch up in 
the beer garden.

The roads on this ride were just right for a jaunt after 
work: brisk enough and twisty enough to give a bit of 
grin factor and at the same time not so technical as  to 
become too heavily taxing. They were just really good 
fun and the ride was at a great, smooth pace. Thanks 
for a great ride Mike!

- Alex
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After many months of coercion and  bribery I finally 
got someone to have a go at a social ride and that 
poor soul was Ferenc.
The meeting place was Marco Pierre White’s  Harlow, 
otherwise known as McDonalds. I arrived at the meeting 
point to be greeted by several guys and one doll. After a 
chat we were about to go outside for the safety talk 
when the heavens opened (more like a tsunami). We 
rushed outside to get the rain kit on. At this point I could 
tell that our  illustrious  leader was looking a bit worried 
and was almost thinking of calling it off, but after a bit of 
sweet talking in his ear we agreed to continue. It did help 
that the weather was starting to ease off.
The safety talk was very well put together even though 
Ferenc was  understandably a bit nervous. After a while 

we hit the road in slightly damp/slippery conditions   It 
was a bit tippy toe while we found our grip levels.  I was 
happily following Mr Cheung on his  new KTM and as  he 
opened the throttle his bike spun up and snaked on the 
one and only slippy bit of road in the whole of Essex.  
Thank god for traction control. It looked good from where 
I was sitting though!
As the sun came out we pulled over to remove our rain 
gear and  a few minutes  later we were off again, 
rampaging though the sleepy villages. As we got near 
Takely the heavens opened again, so we executed the 
same scenario in reverse - pull over and wets on. One of 
our fellow ELAMites was less than impressed with on/off/
stop/start kafuffle (look at picture of his  face at the bus 
stop ).  

FERENC’S FIRST TIME LEADING AN ALL ABILITIES RIDE
Led by Ferenc Fodor report by Nigel Servini
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Anyhow we ignored him and were off again blasting our 
way through lovely hamlets with duck ponds, killing the 
local wildlife and taking in the beautiful thatched 
cottages. Meanwhile all the riders  were cracking on at 
a good pace and all legal.  We reached our destination,  
but unfortunately food was not served until later.  So 
we had a quick coffee and chat and off we were again, 
this  time making our way to Finchingfield  for some 
food. Unfortunately, I had to leave at this  point so said 
my goodbyes and headed home to my long suffering 
wife. 
The roads were a good mix of the usual A, B  and really 
really unclassified. I think some rare plant life in the 
middle of the dirt road we travelled along were slightly 
damaged by the rear wheels slipping over them. 

The only downside was there was no ford. What a 
bummer!

All in all Ferenc, you should be proud of a great ride.

- Nigel 
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Many moons ago, when I just tagged onto the ELAM 
scene, there was a social ride leader called Gary 
Allworthy. He was the guy who would take us 
associates on the most amazing roads from A to B  to 
unclassified - and he nearly always put in a ford.  

I used to love his rides, so much so that I try to copy his 
lead from all those years  back. So when you’re on one of 
my rides and you basically get all the above, you now 
know who to blame!

Anyway, back to the point of writing this article. On 14th 
September Gary decided to do his  first full members’ ride 
in years. It was  a lovely sunny day as we met at Ongar 
library at the allotted time. There were 12 riders  in total, 
and after the normal chit chat and admiring Rob C and 
Jack C’s new bikes, a quick safety chat and we were off. 

I must admit I was a bit apprehensive  after 
doing so many all abilities rides. My riding at 
speed, mostly in the corners, was a bit rusty.  
However, it didn't take long to get into the 
groove.  It was amazing to do lots  of miles 
with nearly everyone in sight in front and 
when you looked in the mirrors  -  and all done 
at the legal speed limits. That's the big 
difference with the full members’ rides, 
everyone rides at a good pace.

As per usual we rode through Essex and 
before I knew it we were in Cambridgeshire.  I 
must say the roads were excellent, apart from 
a few really bumpy bits. Steve Silcock’s bum 
came right out of the seat at one point (or 
maybe he was just breaking wind, we will 
never know). 

In no time at all we reached our destination, 
La Hogue Farm, Newmarket. This gave us a 
rare opportunity for a chat and to try possibly 
the biggest sausage roll I've ever seen and 
very yummy it was too.

After chatting with Rick (our newly appointed 
national observer) he kindly agreed to observe 
my riding on the way home. "Don't hold back, 
just enjoy yourself” he said.  So I did.  Even 
though I knew he was  watching my every 
move I felt very comfortable with Rick behind 
me. When we got to Finchingfield, after 
another set of awesome roads, Rick gave me 
some good advice on road positioning and 
hazard awareness  which I need to work on.  

But all in all I was  very pleased it wasn't a lot worse. At 
Finchingfield people started saying their goodbyes and 
went their separate ways.

What a great days  riding, 150 miles  in total. I can't wait 
for the next one Gary!

-���������	
��������������������  Nigel

Full Members’ Ride to Newmarket - 14th September
Led by Gary Allworthy, report by Nigel Servini

Below is a 
picture of one of Gary’s routes taken 

about 6 years ago. I will never forget this  little 
bit of water, neither will the guy who pushed 

his bike through a field to avoid it!!
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New to ELAM and the system?  Why not share you experience: 

progression@elam.org.uk

IAM NEWS
Davies duo link up with top road safety organisations to encourage 
safer biking this autumn

World Superbike racer Chaz Davies has teamed up 
with comedian Alan Davies to launch a new THINK! 
road safety campaign to encourage motorcyclists to 
take further training to improve their riding expertise 
and safety on the road.

The campaign is  being delivered with the assistance of 
the Institute of Advanced Motorists (IAM) and RoSPA who 
have helped THINK! develop the content and recruit the 
instructors who feature and train the riders in the 
campaign.
Despite huge success on two wheels, which includes 
becoming 2011 World Supersport Championship world 
champion, fifth overall in the 2013 World Superbike 
Championship for BMW Motorrad with three wins, and 
landing a seat this  year at Team Ducati; Chaz has only this 
year passed his road bike test.
And wanting to improve his road biking skills  while 
delivering a message to other motorcyclists  that you can 
never have too much experience, Chaz allowed a team of 
assessors  to judge his riding and be filmed for a series of 
short videos to be released on the internet over the course 
of the next few weeks.
Chaz, Alan and the other riders took part in a bespoke 
training course delivered by a number of instructors 
including Crispin d’Albertanson and Andy McManus. 
Crispin is an IAM Skills  Day instructor, IAM National 
Observer and Nürburgring coach, while Andy is a  Masters 
Mentor, IAM Examiner and retired Senior Collision 
Investigator.
The instructors assessed the group’s  riding ability, 
equipping them with improved handling skills  and 
introducing them to the principles  and benefits of 
advanced riding.
Chaz urged other riders  to undertake further training, such 
as that offered by the IAM to improve their skills  and 
safety on the road and ultimately reduce the number of 
motorcyclist casualties on our roads.
So how did Chaz, Alan and the other bikers do? The 
filming will be broadcast in a regular series of clips  and 
promoted through the THINK BIKER Facebook page and 
a partnership with MCN over the next few weeks. These 
will be shared on the IAM facebook page, at:

https://www.facebook.com/InstituteofAdvancedMotorists

A preview of the campaign is already available on the 
THINK BIKER Facebook page which has been shared on 
the IAM’s  facebook page, but the first of the main series 
of videos goes live this evening (19 September).
Chaz said: “You really are never too good to be a better 
rider - it’s as simple as  that. I’ve been working for 15 years 
to try and be better on the track and that applies  on the 
road as well. There are so many more variables on the 
road and I think people can get a little bit over confident, 
but you are never too good. You never know what’s 
around the corner.”
Added Peter Rodger, IAM Chief Examiner: “The fact a 
rider the calibre of Chaz Davies is happy to have his road 
riding assessed should show that no matter what your 
experience level is, every rider can benefit from extra 
tuition. We hope people will watch the films  and be 
inspired to take their riding to the next level. Like Chaz, we 
can all be champions of the road.”
“We’d also like to thank Crispin and Andy for giving up 
their time to take part in this valuable exercise,” he added.

https://www.facebook.com/InstituteofAdvancedMotorists
https://www.facebook.com/InstituteofAdvancedMotorists
mailto:progression@elam.org.uk
mailto:progression@elam.org.uk
https://www.facebook.com/InstituteofAdvancedMotorists
https://www.facebook.com/InstituteofAdvancedMotorists
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Being a new associate and hearing about the trip to 
France I dropped myself out immediately due to my 
bike’s touring ability, or lack of, due to the small tank 
and a seat the makes you feel like you are sitting on 
a greyhound.

Anyway, after much thought I decided to join the gang 
and hard arse it along for the tour last minute.com.  I 
was feeling a little nervous for the next few days 
wondering if I was going to need to spend all day 
Sunday sitting on an inflatable rubber ring!
The excitement took over and I dropped all doubts  it 
would be anything less than great fun. Well, until I got to 
Dover that was.  I pulled into customs and bumped into 
Marek. As soon as  I rode next to him we were 
summoned to be searched and questioned. How 
embarrassing! Well, he is  a dodgy looking bugger. 
Anyway we managed to get through ok, as  I think Marek 
must of dumped his stash just before.
Once embarked we all met up and enjoyed the journey 
across  the Channel. This also gave me time to acquaint 
myself with some of the members i hadn’t met before.  
Once in Calais, off we all went. Some took the scenic 
route and a few less (including me) the direct route. I 

already felt like I had been sitting on an ironing board for 
nearly an hour on the M20.
We stopped a few times for petrol and a stretch where a 
fellow associate, who will remain nameless, decided to 
depart the services  and head back to Calais!!! Oh no 
Mollie (Ed: She’s not nameless anymore!) I  thought,  
wait up dear you  don’t want to go that way. I quickly 
followed her and she realised she was  heading back 
three hours  the way she had just came.  Now we had the 
choice of Calais or “No Entry” and over the short grass 
area and pavement - we decided to hit the kerb!
Anyway, despite all the drama, we finally made it to the 
hotel and relaxed with a nice cold beer whilst we waited  
for our fellow members from the scenic route to arrive.  
And we waited, and waited, and we waited. Suddenly 
they came in like the London marathon finishing line.
Once all home a few more beers and a little bit of P 
taking we were allocated our Groups for the track in the 
morning.  OMG I was in Group A, WTF!!  Anyway I’m up 
for a challenge. I  thought i’d give it a  go  as  I’m too 

stupid for my own good half the time.  In the morning we 
set of to Folembray  in our prospective groups and this 
was where my sensible side woke me and told me to 
say “NO Danny, move down a group!”. I spoke to Andy 
and he agreed to drop me back to group B. This  was 

Got any news to share?

progression@elam.org.uk

FOLEMBRAY 2014
by Danny Canary

http://minute.com/
http://minute.com/
mailto:progression@elam.org.uk
mailto:progression@elam.org.uk
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cool as I could hook up more with my fellow associates 
again, and put me out of the running for the brown 
underpants award possibly?
After being briefed by our wonderful Coach Kevin, we hit 
the track.  After two sighting laps he waved his  arm up to 
signal us to rotate. “Yes, here we go” I thought! “Get to 
the back Kev, my turn up front”.  Off I went.  Oops!
Kev soon made me realise I shouldn’t have done that by 

a few signals  I  can’t remember him showing us  in the 
briefing! I was soon at the back of the line licking my 
wounds thinking what a doughnut.
We finished our first session and were debriefed by Kev, 
in the pit. Roisin and Phil were top of the class and I was 
getting detention. :( The next few sessions  went well with 
the expert advice from our highly professional coach as 
he taught  us  to use the lines and engine breaking 
more appropriately.  Kev kindly offered his  time for us  for 
the rest of the afternoon if we needed it, how kind.
After lunch we continued with the open pit session, and 
a few of us swapped bikes  to appreciate what we have 
or haven’t got. It was a real pleasure to see so many 
good riders carving up the track so smoothly, maybe one 
day?
After a fantastic afternoon session we all headed back to 
the hotel where we enjoyed a sherbet or two with some 
fine cuisine and company to match.
The  traditional Folembray presentation was held by a 
very witty (and totally nice guy to boot) Antony 
Fitzgerald. I sat nervously, fingers  crossed I was  not 
going to get an award for my early session from not 
paying attention or something. I was lucky, others  must 

have been even less well behaved. The evening passed 
smoothly and most enjoyable for all.
The next morning breakfast was served and the 
previous day and night was discussed over a pancake or 
two.  Groups formed outside in the car park and left 
under their own steam. We were in a group of 6 riders 
and enjoyed a nice ride back to Calais and then the UK.
I totally loved the trip, the other members, the hotel, the 
track, and a big shout out to Eurotrax for their expertise 
on our day. But most of all to the coaches  and observers, 
guides and all who helped from ELAM. And a 
special mention to Kevin O’Dowd, our Expert coach.
Today I commuted as normal in London. I rode so much 
better from this  weekend’s trip to France. Relaxed, 
patient, observant and added confidence, generally 
a better rider in myself.
I will be back to France next year for sure, and hopefully 
one day able to donate my time like the existing 
coaches, observers and other volunteers to help ELAM  
members  in anyway I can. (Ed: Here, here Danny, well 
said!)

-	 Danny

Biking holiday over the summer? Share the best places to ride out  for a break.

progression@elam.org.uk

mailto:progression@elam.org.uk
mailto:progression@elam.org.uk
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THE NEW BMW R1200GS ADVENTURE
by Nigel Servini

I have had my GSA for a few month now and 
think it’s time to give you the benefit of my time 
with the bike.  
Most people think it’s just another GS, well I can say 
it’s not, it’s a totally new bike from the bottom up and 
the power difference is very noticeable. 
The first time I saw the bike at the Excel bike show It 
was love at first sight, but getting a test ride was 
impossible as there were none in the country.  So I 
bought it on the basis of the reviews and my own 
experience on my last two GS’s.
I picked the bike up from Cannons and my first 
impression was “it’s huge”. I pushed the starter and 
the engine was so much 
smoother and quieter   than 
the old one.  The guy at 
Cannons advised me to put 
it on rain mode (which 
basically reduces the power 
a n d s o f t e n s u p t h e 
suspension) until I got used 
to the bike. 
After riding it for a few 
h u n d re d m i l e s I w a s 
starting to think this was a 
very expensive mistake. I 
could not get used to the 
handling characteristics. 
When I approached corners 
it dived into them like a sports bike - maybe the new 
Anakee 3’s didn’t help as I’ve been used to Metzeler 
Tourances which is a much softer tyre. C
Comfort was another issue. After 30 miles my behind 
was sore and I was starting to stand up on the pegs 
for relief.  So, I took my seat down to my upholster 
and he lowered it by 2 inches and reshaped the seat 
(£35). I also changed the mode to “road” which 
stiffens the suspension. What a difference that 
made, it was like riding a different bike. The power 
delivery is amazing.
At this point I decided to take a road trip just to try to 
get to grips with the bike. I did 850 miles in total and 
this is where I found out some of the potential it had. 
With the weight of the bike touching 340kg fully 
loaded I was throwing it around the bends like a toy. 
It coped with my amateur riding really well and after 
a 200 mile day of twisties I didn’t even have a sore 
bum.

I’m was still not 100% happy with the bike, so I 
resorted to spending some more cash on a new 
Yoshimura full carbon exhaust at a bargain price  of 
£400 from good old USA. The reviews said “throaty 
not noisy”. I fitted the can, pushed the start button 
and half my house fell down!  I revved it and the 
other half fell down. I LOVED IT. I immediately took it 
out for a spin up the M11 with the bike in Dynamic 
mode (that‘s max power and hard suspension) OMG, 
I am now in love with it!
All in all I love the bike but it’s not without its faults. 
Now that I have put my little touches on it I‘m a lot 
happier. It is such a shame that I could not do 

F o l e m b r a y t h i s y e a r 
because I would have 
loved to give it a blast 
around the track, just to 
see what it can really do. I 
think that some of the best 
qualities of the older bikes 
are gone, like simplicity. 
There are just too many 
switches and modes now. 
Even after 4 months and 
reading the manual I still 
haven’t used all the toys.  
If I was to go on a serious 
adventure I think the older 
bikes are better, simply 

because you can put any old crap petrol in the tank 
and it would run forever and you can fix the older 
one with a spanner, pliers and a sticky tape on the 
side of the road. The newer bikes you just can’t do 
that without a computer or a full BMW back up van.

FOR
Engine, Handling, Comfort (after seat alteration), 
engine/ suspension modes, fuel economy, adjustable 
screen, LED lights, cheapish insurance.

AGAINST
Some of the switches are difficult to operate while on 
the move, over complicated switches.  Simplicity 
gone, indicators on one switch, seat, some cheap 
plastics.
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It was a glorious sunny day as we all met at the 
Bullsmoor Lane McDonalds for Jane’s first ever social 
ride as leader.   

Jane was looking a bit nervous to say the least, and I 
could see her scrutinising everyone that turned up as she 
kept repeating “it’s  only a slow ride”.   I thought she was 
going to faint when Steve Silcocks arrived at the venue.  

After she had calmed down a bit it was time for the 
briefing, which she breezed through. She even had time 
to chastise me for talking. In no time we were on the 
bikes and onward to the days adventure. 

I could tell Jane was  still a little nervous  as she 
was looking in her mirrors  a lot.  She soon 
settled down though, and after a  few miles  all 
was good.  The pace was brisk, and just to 
prove she was no slow coach we blasted up 
the Dual carriageway round a roundabout and 
then back again.  Not to worry, I’ve done worse!

At this point it was time for a break, at which 
Jane presented us with a bush to relieve 
ourselves  if needed.   A little bizarre, even for 
her.  After our break I decided to have a little 
chat just to say “don’t worry so much what is 
going on behind you, as long as you have 
someone tailing you it will all run smoothly.”   
Jane took this on board and she was  like a 
different rider after that. 

We took in some of my favourite roads which 
was great, but just as  we were coming to one of 
my absolute favourites  she veered off to the 
left. I was so disappointed. But sometimes you 
find a great road just under your nose which 
you didn’t even know existed, and this  was one 
of them. It was narrow, green down the middle 
and twisty with undulations.  It was bloody 
brilliant!  

In no time at all we reached the café in Baldock 
for a lovely cup of tea, a cake and as  per usual 
a little chat.  It was  at this  point I had to leave 
the group as Wifey wanted me home.

Well done Jane, their was  no need to worry, you 
did a cracking job!

-���������	
��������������������  Nigel

All Abilities Ride to Baldock - 27th July
Led by Jane Kember, report by Nigel Servini

Jane - 
It was a bit daunting to 

lead out 10 people for the first 
time but I enjoyed it more than I 

expected.  Thanks to all who came 
and followed me wherever I went, 

including a quick spin up and down 
the dual carriage way.   I hope this 
will encourage other members to 

have a go - if I can do it ,any 
body can!!
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FOLEMBRAY 2014 IN PICTURES
by Charlie Osborne

Here are a selection of my favourite pics from Folembray this year, along with the award winners.

- Charlie
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FOLEMBRAY 2014 IN PICTURES
by Charlie Osborne
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Separated at 
Birth - Ann and/

or Tom?

Separated at 
Birth - Rob and/

or Marek?
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FOLEMBRAY 2014 IN PICTURES
by Charlie Osborne
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FOLEMBRAY 2014 IN PICTURES
by Charlie Osborne
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Battle of the racers
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FOLEMBRAY 2014 IN PICTURES
by Charlie Osborne

Battle of the hogs!
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FOLEMBRAY 2014  - AWARD WINNERS
by Charlie Osborne

Most improved 
in Group A

Most improved 
in Group B

Most improved 
in Group C

Katie Price Award 
- Most Ridden
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Most improved 
mini-group in B

Most improved 
mini-group in C

Specsavers 
award

Brown 
trouser moment

Birthday Boy
Mr.Smooth (and 

brown trouser moment)
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“I still remember the excitement I felt the first time I put 
a motorbike into gear and throttled it forward. I was 
trying out a friend's bike, a Suzuki ER50, at a recreation 
ground when I was about 15.

I was probably doing little more than 10 miles an hour but in 
my head I was Steve McQueen in The Great Escape. Like 
many teenage boys  I wanted a motorbike at 16. But my 
parents, like so many, worried about safety and told me to 
wait until I was 17 and learn to drive a car instead.
So, although I had the occasional go of friends' bikes  I just 
never managed to get around to buying a motorbike, even 
though, travelling around Europe in my student days, I was 
often struck by how many were touring on motorbikes  and 
it seemed a great way to get around the continent.
While on my European travels a  friend and I hired a scooter 
in Corfu. My limited riding experience did help a bit, but my 
friend's lack of it meant that on his  first go he made the 
classic mistake of panicking and pulling back on the 
throttle. I can still see the scooter (a brand new one, as  the 
hire shop owner stressed to us  later) shooting out from 
under him, going off the road and ricocheting off half a 
dozen trees before coming to a belated halt.
By the time I was 24 I realised cars did not really do it for 
me and bought my first motorbike, a second-hand Yamaha 
DT125. I had been living away from my parents  for some 
years so I could also do it without worrying them.
I passed my test and had a lot of fun, riding the bike on a 
friend's farm and around the Suffolk countryside. I even 
took it around a trials  circuit. I was  surprised how hard I had 
to work the bike, especially getting around sharp corners. I 
was also surprised how well it performed, especially the 
suspension. As  a few observers  have already mentioned in 
ELAM, the bike can usually do more than the rider.
I sold my Yamaha after a year or two to raise cash to go 
travelling and then moving to London I always seemed to 
have a lot of distractions. I seldom thought about owning 
two wheels again until my partner decided to do a course at 
Middlesex University and I suggested that she get there by 
scooter every day because of the problematic transport 
links from Highams Park.
We bought a brand new Peugeot Speedfight and she 
passed the CBT but she never really rode it much.

So I used it instead to commute to my job in the West End. 
It was one of the fastest vehicles through town, capable of 
filtering through gaps too narrow for the bigger bikes.
Unfortunately, the Speedfight was  stolen after about three 
years. The policeman at the station told me that 99% of the 
time stolen scooters  were taken by joy-riding teenagers and 
were later recovered. But mine never was. I imagined it had 
probably ended up in a hire shop in Corfu.
Once again I found myself without a bike and other things 
to think about until three years  ago when my Mum went into 
a care home in Collier Row.
Given the difficult transport links  from Chingford, I once 
again had another excuse to buy myself a motorbike in 
order to visit her. But, this time, I would buy myself a more 
serious machine. I booked a day off work determined to 
find the right bike and bought a Yamaha XJ6 Diversion.
I have enjoyed riding all my bikes  but the XJ6 is my 
favourite. It has decent power while still being light enough 
to ride comfortably around town or, best of all, the country 
lanes in Essex.
Joining ELAM felt like a natural progression. I had 
mentioned to my partner that it would be good to do the 
advanced rider course to learn to ride properly and more 
safely. She was pleased to hear me say that and bought me 
my membership of IAM as a Christmas present.
I was  particularly pleased to learn that the course is 
conducted within a club environment. Some years ago we 
were in a scuba diving club and I appreciated the value of 
being surrounded by more experienced members  from 
whom I could learn an immense amount just by talking to 
them.  The social aspect was  fun and the camaraderie 
great. We made some great friends who we still see even 
though we left the club some years ago.
So I am looking forward to getting to know ELAM's 
members, a varied group of people who just happen to 
share a passion for bikes. 

-Steve

MEMBER INTRODUCTION
- by Steve Sheppard
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Alex Howden

ELAM would be nothing without the contributions of its  members and associates.  Thanks 
to all those who contributed to ELAM and to Progression this month.  

CONTRIBUTORS

Enjoyed reading their articles? Why not contribute too?

progression@elam.org.uk

Nigel Servini Danny Canary

Steve Sheppard

mailto:progression@elam.org.uk
mailto:progression@elam.org.uk
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OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER

Thursday 2nd
Theory Session

Saturday 1st
Saturday Course C/14

Observed Ride

Tuesday 2nd
Club Social Night

Saturday 4th
Saturday Course C/14

Observed Ride

Sunday 2nd
Sunday course 03/14

Observed Ride

Tuesday 9th
Committee Meeting

Sunday 5th
Sunday course 03/14

Observed Ride

Tuesday 4th
Club Social Night

Tuesday 7th
Club Social Night

Sunday 16th
Training Social Rides

Saturday 18th
Saturday course C14

Observed Ride

Tuesday 18th
Committee Meeting

Sunday 19th
Sunday course 03/14

Observed Ride

Tuesday 21st
Committee Meeting

UPCOMING EVENTS - GET INVOLVED

http://elam.org.uk/forum/calendar.php

Please note that social rides have now been added to the calendar as 
placeholders, but will require a full member to volunteer to lead the ride 

for it to go ahead.  Please look at the forum for more details closer to the 
date of each ride.

http://elam.org.uk/forum/calendar.php
http://elam.org.uk/forum/calendar.php
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Venues

Club Nights - Eton Manor RFC, Nutter 
Lane, Wanstead, E11 2JA 

A great way to get to know fellow ELAMites, 
have fun and even learn something!

Starts at 19.30

Contribution of £1 towards cost of venue.

Theory Nights - St. Francis Hall, 
Hawkwood Crescent, Chingford, E4 7RS 

Mandatory training for new associates.

Starts at 19.30

Snacks and drinks available for a small 
contribution.

Machine Control Day - Northern 
Showground, North Weald Aerodrome, North 
Weald, Epping, CM16 6AA 

Essential machine control techniques for new 
associates and members who need a refresh.

Starts at 9.00

Donations to ELAM invited to defray the cost 
of hiring the venue and providing refreshments.
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For all associates who are advised that they are “ready for test” by their 
allocated observer, you should contact the following Senior Observers to 
arrange a Check Test.

VIEW FROM 
THE BACK

ELAM
Through its affiliation to the 
Institute of Advanced Motorists, 
ELAM is able to offer a quick, 
simple, all inclusive package that 
provides you with everything you 
need to become an advanced 
motorcyclist.

We like to think that ELAM is 
different. That's  why we all 
belong to it and why we're so 
enthusiastic about it.
We don't mind what bike you ride 
or whether you're a courier or a 
stock broker, our motto is,  
"it's not what you ride, it's the 
way you ride it that matters".

Please help support 
ELAM by contributing to 

progression
progression@elam.org.uk

Rick Brown rick.brown@elam.org.uk

Paul Gillett paul.gillett@elam.org.uk

Claire Beckett claire.beckett@elam.org.uk

Marek Wiluszynski marek.wiluszynski@elam.org.uk

POST TEST ARRANGEMENTS

mailto:progression@elam.org.uk
mailto:progression@elam.org.uk
mailto:claire.beckett@elam.org.uk
mailto:claire.beckett@elam.org.uk
mailto:paul.gillett@elam.org.uk
mailto:paul.gillett@elam.org.uk
mailto:claire.beckett@elam.org.uk
mailto:claire.beckett@elam.org.uk
mailto:Marek.Wiluszynski@elam.org.uk
mailto:Marek.Wiluszynski@elam.org.uk

